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Object of this research is woman lecturer of Lampung University that have 
married status. Internal personal conflict become a problem on this research. 
Conflict effect to productivity, conflict can increasing and reducing productivity.  
 
This research purposes to know  the effect of internal personal conflict toward 
woman lecturer’s productivity. Determaining sample unit is using non probability 
sampling with purposive sampling and  judgment sampling. The amount of  the 
samples are 42 respondents of  woman  lecturers of Lampung University . 
Quantitative analysis method  use simple linear regression model. 
 
Hipothesis of this research is internal personal conflict effect negatively to woman 
lecturer’s productivity of Lampung University.  
 
The result shows that the effect of internal personal conflict toward woman 
lecturer of Economic Faculty of Lampung University  is seen by X variable 
coefficient value on simple linear regression similarity Y = 58.142 – 0,251X value 
of the coefficient 0,25 shows that increase one unit of internal personal conflict 
can reducing 0,25 productivity. In other side, value of coefficient determination 
(r²) amount 0,310 or 31 , its shows the contribution of internal personal conflict to 
productivity where as the left  69% effected by another variable that 
unidentification on this research. 
 
This Research found that the most indicator on internal personal conflict that 
played by woman lecturer of Lampung University is psychological conflict that 
caused by un-balancing on playing role as housewife and as lecturer in the same 
time. 
 
Woman lecturer’s productivity of Lampung University is suggested to reducing 
the psychological conflict that caused by un-balancing on playing double roles, 
one of the suggestion is reducing the want to fulfilling the demand of double roles 
that played ideally. 
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